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ABSTRACT 
Drone assisted navigation aids for supporting walking activities of 
visually impaired have been established in related work but fne-
point object grasping tasks and the object localization in unknown 
environments still presents an open and complex challenge. We 
present a drone-based interface that provides fne-grain haptic feed-
back and thus physically guides them in hand-object localization 
tasks in unknown surroundings. Our research is built around com-
munity groups of blind or visually impaired (BVI) people, which 
provide in-depth insights during the development process and serve 
later as study participants. A pilot study infers users’ sensibility to 
applied guiding stimuli forces and the diferent human-drone tether 
interfacing possibilities. In a comparative follow-up study, we show 
that our drone-based approach achieves greater accuracy compared 
to a current audio-based hand guiding system and delivers overall 
a more intuitive and relatable fne-point guiding experience. 
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• Human-centered computing → Accessibility; Haptic de-
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A recent survey [9] estimates the number of blind people worldwide 
to be about 36 million. A far greater number of about 216.6 million 
individuals must cope with moderate to severe visual impairments. 
Reduced perception capabilities of blind or visually impaired (BVI) 
people make instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) [11] (e.g., 
shopping or working) harder and can take a toll on the mental health 
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of an individual by causing depression or anxiety [27]. Despite 
these challenges, visually impaired people try to lead an normal, 
independent lifestyle [4, 27]. The ordinary task of searching and 
locating smaller objects in unknown, dynamic surroundings still 
represents a signifcant, time-consuming, and sometimes frustrating 
challenge [29]. The afected group of people often has to rely on 
either laborious space exploration by touch sensation or third-
parties for support [4, 34], which can distance them from their desire 
for an independent way of living. Technological advancements 
around human-computer interaction (HCI), computational vision 
and sensor information processing capabilities provide innovative 
possibilities to support visually impaired humans in overcoming 
these daily challenges. 

The current state of the art technological aid solutions promise 
to support the impaired users throughout their mostly independent 
lifestyle [45]. 

While audio and haptic feedback depict the center of interest in 
HCI research for BVI [29], the feld has spread into utilizing inno-
vative concepts like augmented reality (AR) or miniature drones 
to present further haptic and visual enhancements for impaired 
people [1, 4, 19, 26]. Haptic and tactile interfaces augment the users 
explore by touch approach [16, 17, 29] by generating new haptic 
cue sets to encode further localization information [30, 35]. For 
small-scale, fne-point search and localization interactions (e.g., 
grabbing an object or tabletop interaction), which amounts to a 
signifcant part of daily activities, proposals for technology as-
sisted guidance aids exist (e.g., FingerReader2.0 [8], ShopTalk [34], 
SmartGloves [30], GIST [25] or Wilson et al. [46]). Many of the 
existing interface concepts represent highly complex and specifc 
solutions [25, 34, 46], restricting their general purpose applicability. 
For those proposed systems, the utilized human-computer inter-
faces are not always ideal, as the provided feedback cues often 
signifcantly overlay other sensory channels (e.g., hearing or touch) 
or require extensive learning of specifc feedback patterns [33]. Due 
to the requirement to translate audio and haptic cues into move-
ments, a high cognitive load is often put on the user while using 
such an aid. Today, many visually impaired people still heavily rely 
on their ’analogue’ tools and explore by touch capabilities (e.g., 
white cane, guide dog and touch sense exploration) [44]. There is 
a clear need for an intuitive, dynamic, general purpose aid device, 
which augments and supports the BVI user in their IADLs while 
not impeding their senses and movements in a signifcant way. In 
the area of BVI aid devices, multi-modal feedback consisting mostly 
of a combination of haptic and audio feedback has been proven 
to be successful [16, 22]. As shown in prior studies [4, 6], drone 
interfaces ofer more direct, thus easier to translate and interpret 
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(a) User Study Setup 

(b) Finger Tether (c) Virtual Environment 

Figure 1: Figure 1(a) shows an anonymized participant in 
the comparative user study with the HDI guidance system. 
The human-drone tether connection string is highlighted as 
a red line. Illustration 1(b) displays details of the used fn-
ger tether ring in combination with the OptiTrack marker 
glove for tracking the users’ hand. Screenshot 1(c) showcases 
the virtual environment with the tracked study participant, 
drone and study task objects. 

guidance feedback without exposing the user to high cognitive load 
scenarios. 

A recent research interest in HCI has been tangible guidance 
interfaces implemented by using quadcopter drones [6, 19, 26]. Al-
ready widely used in virtual reality (VR) research for perceivable 
force feedback objects and control inputs (e.g., Flyables, Thor’s 
Hammer, Valkyrie or VRHapticDrones) [1, 19, 32], new, more ad-
vanced application cases for haptic human-drone interaction (HDI) 
started to emerge. 

Until now, HDI research in the context of BVI aid systems fo-
cused mainly on coarse locomotion navigation (e.g., guidance while 
walking through a corridor). The DroneNavigator research project 
proposed miniature drones as a digital guide dog for coarse nav-
igation tasks [3, 4, 23]. The unique emitted sound profle from 
drones provided navigation cues [3, 4], or a physical connection to 

the drone exerted haptic feedback cues [6]. Miniature drones ofer 
a well-connected mobile sensor platform, used fexibly in many 
application areas, independent or dependent of the user [6, 19, 26]. 
In comparison to typical vibration and haptic touch feedback con-
cepts, drones represent a diferent variation of haptic feedback 
as they can exert multi-dimensional pulling or pushing forces on 
the human body. Our research focuses on the application case of 
a human-drone tether connection for providing accurate, tactile 
feedback for close-range, high-resolution search and guiding tasks 
(c.f. Figure 1). In comparison to the prior drone-based locomotion 
navigation concepts (e.g., assist while walking) in BVI research, 
we desire to use a drone for high precision guiding of the users’ 
hand (e.g., help fnding a cup in a kitchen). We defne the research 
question for this paper as follows: Can a drone serve as a fast, accu-
rate and usable aid for augmenting precise guiding tasks within one’s 
arm’s reach for visually impaired people? 

Figure 2 illustrates our overall research approach. A focus group 
of ten blind people complemented our research during the develop-
ment process and the prototype evaluation user study. We chose to 
directly work with target group users in the early research stages 
due to their unique touch and force perception capabilities that 
we want to leverage in our HDI [37]. In a frst meeting, we pre-
sented the very abstract concept of utilizing a HDI for fne-point 
guiding tasks and related work projects to the focus group. With 
the moderation of two senior researchers, the group discussed our 
HDI approach and related work contributions to develop an ini-
tial concept idea. In a pilot study, the BVI participants evaluated 
the directional force perception thresholds for each of the defned 
drone-human tether connection points (cf. Figure 3(a)). Based on 
the measured perception threshold data and personal insights from 
the hands-on experience, the focus group later proposed cue pat-
terns for the drone guiding interface. With the concept ideas from 
the focus group, we implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of 
the drone guiding system. In the end, ten separate BVI individuals, 
not familiar with the development process, evaluated the proto-
type in a controlled lab study and compared it with current audio 
augmented localization approach, commonly used in related BVI 
tabletop interaction research. 

With the pronounced research of visually impairment aids for 
general navigation tasks (e.g., walking through a building or city), 
our research focuses on guiding interfaces in the haptic interaction 
space (e.g., fnding a cup or pencil on a desk, c.f. Figure 1). Our 
haptic drone interface addresses the common HCI issues of other 
’smart’ systems by ofering an intuitive to use guidance solution 
for BVI people without signifcantly restricting the natural sens-
ing capabilities of the user. From our user study, we have shown 
greater usability and lower cognitive processing requirements when 
we compare our drone-based approach with the audio guiding ap-
proach. In the presented research, we focus on the guiding of the 
user in an unknown environment. While grasping might also be 
part of the overall interaction, we did not research this part of 
the interaction in full detail. Our contribution shows the viable 
interaction application case of a tethered drones for guiding blind 
people in precise search and positioning tasks. Our prototype aims 
at improving the ability of blind people to be more confdent and 
independent in fne-point interaction tasks. 
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Figure 2: Overview of our research scheme, related paper chapters, summarized outcomes and two participating BVI groups. 
The sequence illustrates the integration of the BVI focus group throughout the individual research parts, which conclude in 
the comparative evaluation user study. Phases one and two were conducted in multiple sessions in a span of a couple days. 
The presented outcome indicates that the proposed human-drone interface is faster, more accurate and has better usability 
compared to the audio guidance approach. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Research of technical navigation aids for BVI people has an exten-
sive history, from frst technology-assisted personal guidance sys-
tems in the early 1990s [38] to the advanced wearable and solutions 
of today [18]. Traditionally, the impaired utilize ’analogue’ aids, 
such as guide dogs, white canes, or they rely on support from other 
people for general locomotion navigation [6]. For fne-point search 
and localization of objects and tabletop interaction, BVI individuals 
apply the explore by touch approach to ’see’ their surroundings 
through their skilled touch perception capabilities [17, 29]. In the 
last decade ’smart things’, ubiquitous computing and wearables 
have primarily dominated related research eforts for both loco-
motion navigation and fne-point localization tasks [21]. With the 
exploration of human-drone interaction (HDI) for HCI, researchers 
adapted quadcopter for BVI aid research [4, 6]. The beneft of using 
drones is the dynamic haptic force feedback and possibility of both 
input and output modality in various HCI applications [1, 19]. 

Freundschuh et al. [15] categorized the general human interac-
tion tasks, which were extended by Nicholson et al. [34], into the 
three spatial interaction spaces: (I) locomotor, (II) search and (III) 
haptic. The proposed standard spatial dichotomy classifes these 
three spaces according to the space of interaction [34]. Longer 
distance navigation and locomotion (i.e., walking through a build-
ing) defnes the locomotor space [15]. In the search space, only a 
limited amount of locomotion occurs. The search interaction fo-
cuses on a specifc area of interest for navigation (i.e., locating an 
object on a shelving wall) [34]. The haptic space defnes all user 
actions occurring within one’s arm’s reach, without any user loco-
motion [15]. A large focus area is the locomotion navigation of im-
paired people using technological aids with multi-modal interface 
solutions [4, 31, 48]. With growth of touch interfaces over the last 
decade, tabletop [25, 35, 46] and touch screen interaction [16, 17, 22] 
have gained attention and play a vital role in current BVI related 
research [29]. A common way to make visible cues better perceiv-
able for BVI humans is to utilize other distinct sensory inputs of the 

human body (e.g., hearing, touch or haptics). From a technological 
standpoint, the modality translation includes sensors inputs (e.g., 
ultrasonic sensors or real-time vision and tracking processing) and 
some means of output interface, which communicates the feedback 
to the impaired user [8]. 

For guidance and localization in the context of touch and table-
top interaction for BVI users the related work focuses on the usage 
of a wide range of audio interfaces. With headphones or speakers 
in combination with a smart device, the visually impaired user can 
gain additional information, essential for the current localization 
task at hand (e.g., current position, surrounding items or obsta-
cles) [34]. Audio guidance aids integrate a large granularity of guid-
ance possibilities, from step by step route guidance [47], to locating 
small-scale items [39] with three-dimensional augmented audio se-
tups [13, 14]. FingerReader2.0 resembles an abstract audio interface 
for BVI users, which provides auditory feedback based on an image 
from a fnger mounted camera. By pointing at a sign or product 
box, the impaired users get all the text read out to them, thus it 
ofers some directional feedback for locating certain objects [8]. In 
the NAVIG project [24], researchers deployed a three-dimensional 
sound rendering system. Katz et al. [24] used this auditory feedback 
system in combination with advanced camera object recognition 
to both inform and navigate the study participants. Both coarse 
locomotion navigation (e.g., moving through a building) and fne-
point localization tasks (e.g., grasping an object on a desk) were 
demonstrated with the NAVIG system. Wilson et al.[46] proposed a 
similar localization tool for young visually impaired people. Rather 
than simulating three-dimensional sound, Wilson et al. used speak-
ers mounted to the individual objects as localization cues. Both 
research projects [24, 46] indicate overall accurate spatial interac-
tion when using the developed spatial audio cues. In addition to 
simple spatial audio tones, spoken and read out audio cues and 
directions are used for search and localization applications as well. 
Kane et al. [22] presented in their research diferent audio interface 
options to enable BVI users to interact with touch screens more 
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easily. Some of the presented approaches (e.g. guided directions 
or touch feedback) have been applied to augment localization and 
search tasks outside the touch screen application domain [6, 40]. 
The related work shows a vast array of auditory feedback interfaces 
for the application of localization and search tasks. 

Compared to audio augmented interfaces, haptic feedback ofers 
the beneft of not blocking the hearing capabilities of the user [6]. 
The research surrounding BVI aid support system applies the con-
cept of tactile-visual sensory substitution [20]. In the Deep Learning-
Based Wearable Vision-System (DLWV2) project [30], researchers 
used a wrist-mounted camera to identify objects and provided 
directional cues employing vibrotactile feedback through a wrist-
mounted wearable. In their user study, the DLWV2 was faster and 
more accurate compared to searching without any assistance sys-
tem using exploration by touch. The DLWV2 system as a whole 
ofers a solution for search and haptic space localization tasks, but 
the feedback provided is limited [30]. FingerSight [37] consists of a 
fnger-worn camera and four vibrotactile elements inside a ring for 
fne-point guiding of BVI. While the FingerSight study showed ac-
curate and precise movements guidance were possible, factors like 
overall user experience or intuitiveness were neglected and not val-
idated with real BVI people [37]. Vibration motors mounted inside 
a vest, wrist wearable or glove can also serve as output modality 
for unique directional patterns [20, 29, 30]. Based on the perceived 
vibrotactile feedback, the user can adapt and adjust their walking 
route [30]. While vibrotactile feedback might not be the most pleas-
ant tangible user interface (TUI) for communicating directional 
cues, it promises clear, identifable patterns, which the user can 
learn and adapt to [10]. 

A recent extension of the haptic interface opportunities are 
miniature drones. The concept of grabbing or touching a drone, 
representing an object which can exert a force on the user, is used in 
VR and AR applications [1, 19, 26]. Knierim et al. packaged a drone 
inside a graspable cube shape to provide a haptic force interaction 
interface, enabling them to drag the hand of the user to specifc lo-
cations within the virtual world. The concept of small-scale drones 
for the augmentation of position guidance was transferred to other 
research felds. Noise, emitted from a drone, can provide location 
cues to BVI people [3, 4]. In a comparative user study, the drone 
audio interface provided more accurate and reliable spatial feed-
back compared to an audio augmented aid solutions [4]. Soto et al. 
also developed a tangible drone navigation system, which suggests 
the usage of a leashed drone tethered to the user [6]. Through the 
attached handle, the drone can provide directional haptic feedback 
by ’dragging’ and guiding the BVI user along a chosen route. The 
accuracy of the results was comparable to their auditory drone 
interface, but the leashed interface proved to be more reliable in 
noisy environments [6]. Researches see further application areas 
for refned search and localization interaction as feasible, due to the 
fexible, dynamic and evolving nature of human-drone interfaces. 
Another key research topic regarding the usage of drone interfaces 
is the safety and social acceptance of such interfaces. While many 
VR/AR and some BVI related projects use drones as interface ob-
jects, the insight into safety concerns and impact in the interaction 
with humans is rather less well documented [6, 36]. The interaction 
safety plays a vital role in the social acceptance and success of 

future application of drones in the HCI feld, as it is currently a 
limitation in many concept prototypes. 

Force perception plays a vital role in human-robot, robot-human 
interaction and soft-robotics, especially for blind or visually im-
paired people. BVI people heavily rely on the touch sensory channel 
as means of perceiving the environment [27]. To make a force or 
touch stimuli perceivable for a human, an exerted sensation has to 
be larger than an absolute perception threshold [43]. The human 
force perception is highly dependent on many application factors 
(e.g., perception point and area size, means of force transmission 
or individual sensitivity). The human fngers are among the most 
sensitive to high-resolution touch and force stimuli perception and 
diferentiation [28]. While a large amount of research has focused 
on the extended touch and push perception capabilities of a human, 
limited research in the feld of pull force perception of BVI is avail-
able [12]. In tangible human-drone interaction when drones serve 
as haptic in- and output modality, force perception is the key inter-
action point [6, 26]. While large commercial drones can generate 
signifcant forces, smaller-scale drones used in VR and HCI appli-
cations are so far limited in their force generation capabilities [1]. 
Drones most often serve as ungrounded, haptic interfaces, where 
the drone is interfaced by touch or holding, thus stimulating rela-
tive force changes on the user’s body. In some applications, drones 
generate pull forces for a user perceivable interface [6]. Scientifc 
research on the human perception capabilities and threshold of pull 
force stimuli through HDI is so far limited. 

3 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 
The concept development started with a meeting of the BVI fo-
cus group (cf. Figure 2). Ten individuals, aged between 28 and 56 
years (µ1 = 39.5, σ1 = 11.14), eight male and two female, all right-
handed, from a regional BVI community, complemented by two 
senior researchers as moderators made up the focus group. All the 
participants are severely visually impaired since birth and had no 
light perception capabilities according to the World Health Orga-
nization (WHO) level 5 classifcation mentioned in their medical 
record. To support their daily routines, the participants relied on a 
wide range of aid solutions (e.g., white cane, guide dog or support 
worker). Three participants had limited prior experience with tech-
nological aid solutions (e.g., smartphone applications and audio 
navigation system), but none had experience with HDI or other 
technology-assisted tangible force interfaces. The goal of the frst 
session was to refect on existing concept ideas for human-drone 
guidance interfaces based on prior research and expectations from 
the BVI group. Further, these BVI focus group participants later 
took part in the separate pilot study session to evaluate possible 
human-drone tether connection points by means of determining 
the absolute force perception thresholds. The results of the focus 
group and pilot study build the theoretical grounded foundation 
for our HDI guidance prototype implementation. The realistic com-
parative study (HDI vs. audio guidance) was conducted with ten 
separate BVI participants. 

3.1 BVI Group Concept Session 
After a short mutual introduction of the focus group attendees, 
the two moderators gave a brief introduction to the general HDI 
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(a) Tether points and mounting straps. 

(b) Force perception testing rig setup. 

Figure 3: Illustration 3(a) shows the locations and strap 
mounts of the fve drone-human tether connection points. 
Figure 3(b) illustrates the controlled setup used in the force 
perception evaluation study to accurately generate direc-
tional haptic stimuli. 

concept context and related work projects. On an abstract level, a 
human-drone tether connection exerts directional pulling forces to 
generate a stimulus interface for fne-point directional guidance. 
Existing concepts and implementations of HDI in VR environments 
and BVI aid from the related work projects were outlined to provide 
a current knowledge base. The moderators provided the group with 
the abstract idea, as no technical implementation background or 
detailed concept restrictions were deliberately prepared in advance. 
The presentation of the research idea was intentionally abstract to 
keep the participants open-minded for their own ideas. The focus 
group along with the moderators initiated the interface concept 
development steps towards the implementation outlined in this 
paper. The goal of the frst moderated group session was to discuss 
the concept ideas regarding (I) the general concept of how a drone 
could assist BVI individuals in fne-point guiding tasks and (II) 
outline requirements for connecting the drone interface to the 
human body. The two moderators recorded and transcribed the 
discussions. 

The initial response of the focus group participants to the pre-
sented HDI idea was consistently positive. Many envisioned a guide 
dog-like digital companion, a fying guide with an advanced set of 
guidance features that can ’take them by the hand’ in an unknown 
environment. An important point, brought up by one session par-
ticipant, was the unrestricted freedom of the hands and fngers for 
fne-point tasks. A drone guidance interface should not signifcantly 
hinder or obstruct the distinct touch sensation capabilities of an 
individual. This aspect of not blocking the touch sensation was also 

pointed out by Soto et al. [5]. During the usage of the envisioned 
system, hands and fngers should be free to grasp and touch ob-
jects without the drone obstructing the user in any way. Existing 
VR/AR [19, 26] or drone BVI aid [6] interface concepts usually re-
quire the user to touch or grab onto a controller or wear gloves [30], 
thus obstructing ones’ touch capabilities. Therefore, these inter-
faces are less suitable for the fne-point guidance application case. 
The focus group established and agreed on the concept idea of a 
tethered fying guide companion and progressed to discussing the 
suggested human-drone interface possibilities. 

The next question at hand was, how should the drone be tethered 
to the human users to navigate and guide them in an accurate man-
ner. An early concern in the focus group discussion was the safety 
of the BVI users. An autonomous drone in proximity of the limbs, 
upper body, and head of users unable to spot the drone, made the 
impaired participants feel uncomfortable. The moderators noted 
the participants’ general concerns of the drone getting tangled in 
clothing or hair, thus crashing, or hitting the user. The focus group 
discussed possible solutions to increase overall drone safety. Besides 
using only smaller-scale, lightweight drones with propeller guards, 
the drone connects to the BVI user with a fxed guide rope tether 
(cf. DroneNavigator [6]). The tether would allow a constant, direct 
connection while fying the drone further away. Regarding the HDI 
attachment points, the moderators suggested utilizing arm or wrist 
tethers based on the prior fnding that hand and fngers should 
be free for interaction. A common conception formed that haptic 
guidance feedback provided at the point of interaction contributes 
to a more intuitive interaction with the HDI [28]. The focus group 
suggested a tether connection at the dominate arm or hand. For a 
fne-point task, a body part with high sensitivity capabilities to dif-
ferentiate minor changes in the drone force and direction feedback 
is desirable [28]. From the brainstorming session and discussions 
with BVI community members, fve possible tether points concepts 
emerged for our empirical evaluation (cf. Chapter 3.2): index and 
pinky fnger, back of hand, wrist and forearm. Figure 3(a) illustrates 
the exact positioning and tether mounting methods. The outlined 
ideas and concepts of human-drone tether connections were tested 
and validated in the force perception experiments later. 

3.2 Force Perception Evaluation
In the pilot study we determined the perceivable directional force 
thresholds for the suggested drone guidance tether points. Our pro-
posed HDI relies on directional pull forces as guidance cues rather 
than on commonly researched touch or pressure-based interfaces. 
The experiment also allowed the focus group participants to ex-
perience their suggested tether point interfaces hands-on. Besides 
the gained quantitative data in terms of force threshold levels, we 
also collected qualitative interview feedback. For the within-subject 
study design, the independent variables were (i) the fve diferent 
tether options, (ii) the directional vector of force and (iii) the ap-
plied force level. The dependent variables were (i) the indicated 
directional force and (ii) the qualitative rating of the tether point 
attachments. The collected data is of great importance in the design 
and development of the actual HDI guidance prototype and future 
HDI systems. 

For reference, we use the orientation notation from a top-down 
view onto the hand; X-axis: left-right, Y-axis: forward-backwards 
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and Z-axis: upward-downward (cf. label in Figure 3(a)). In order 
to measure the absolute perceivable threshold of directional force, 
a controlled setup (cf. Figure3(b)) to accurately simulate and mea-
sure the force stimulus was build. We used a closed feedback loop 
system based around a pulley-driven setup with a load cell in line 
with the tether cable. A powerful stepper motor controlled by an 
Arduino microcontroller generated the pulling force stimulus. As 
further reference, the study was carried out in a twelve camera 
OptiTrack environment, which tracked the position and angular 
relation of the participants’ upper-body, fnger, and the force gener-
ation setup. All fve tested tether point mounts consisted of fexible 
3D printed straps (e.g. adjustable band or fnger ring) with a fxed 
stimulus anchor point (c.f. Figure 3(a)). The rubber-skin contact 
prevented the mounts from rotating freely under the exerted force 
stimuli. Due to the physical limitations of a fying drone, the an-
gular force generation possibilities are limited. From the point of 
a tether connection point, we defned the usable interaction feld 
to have a cone-shaped interaction space with an opening angle of 
105 degrees. We divided the possible directional force output into 
even increments, resulting in eight possible directions, 45 degrees 
apart, in addition to straight upwards (cf. Figure 4(a)). Based on 
related work [30, 37], we valued these nine directional force stimuli 
to be sufcient to get an understanding of the perception of pulling 
forces on the limb attached tether points. 

The unifed position for all participants was standing up straight 
with their right arm resting at breast height, of to the side of their 
body. During the study, the force stimulus setup was moved around 
the user to the fxed, predetermined positions in accordance to 
Figure 4(a), which were marked in the virtual OptiTrack environ-
ment. The arm and hand of the study participant stayed in the 
same place while the stimulus setup was manually moved by the 
study supervisors. The OptiTrack system ensured that the angles 
and positions were comparable throughout the user study testing. 
Before the study conduction, the study supervisor explained the 
directional stimulus answer opportunities. In between the study 
runs, the provided rest breaks counteracted fatigue efects of hold-
ing up one’s arm for prolonged periods of time. The order of the 
tested tether points (fngers, back of the hand, wrist, and forearm) 
and predetermined force angles were chosen at random to reduce 
occurring sequence efects. We split the presented force stimuli 
into fxed step-up intervals with 0.025N increments and a reset to 
zero in between. With the Arduino controller, load cell measure-
ments and stepper motor output, the system regulated the force 
stimulus to achieve a near constant output. After each presented 
force input, the participant could either indicate a specifc direction 
or unknown label as an answer. We repeated each correctly indi-
cated test condition until fve consecutive identical force stimuli 
resulted in the same output label. This ensured a high confdence 
in determining the exact perception threshold for the participant. 
The measurement output of this study were normally distributed 
force perception levels in Newtons, which represent the minimum 
force stimulus needed to reliably transfer the outlined directional 
cues using the diferent tether point anchors to a BVI individual. 
For each angle positions normally distributed force stimulus data in 
Newton was measured. Following the completion of the perception 
evaluation, the participants were interviewed and rated the tested 
tether solutions. 

The force perception thresholds, as shown in Table 1, were cal-
culated based on measured averaged directional force perception 
level. Comparing the overall averaged sensitivity of the tested tether 
points angles, the index (µ = 0.374N , σ = 0.069N ) and pinky fn-
ger (µ = 0.366N , σ = 0.078N ) were the most sensitive. Ranked in 
descending order, wrist, back of hand and forearm followed closely. 
These observations in the collected data points match the experi-
ence and perception of the test participants. During the post-study 
interview sessions, multiple BVI participants stated that feedback 
via the forearm or wrist felt more indirect and thus imprecise. In 
comparison, directional force feedback exerted using a fnger tether 
connection felt more connected and direct. A tightly coupled inter-
face made the haptic feedback easier to perceive and understandable 
for precise guidance movements. In an overall ranking of likeability 
and user experience, based on a post-study interview, the fnger 
tethers take the frst places, followed by the back of hand, wrist, 
and forearm in the last place. For the desired HDI guiding applica-
tion case, the BVI participants stated that forearm, wrist and back 
of the hand would not be a preferable solution due to the limited 
sensitivity. All participants favored a drone-fnger tether interface 
for direct haptic feedback in fne-point guiding tasks. The results 
from the focus group discussion and force perception test are the 
foundation for the design and implementation of our human-drone 
guiding approach. 

4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION 
The results from the frst focus group session and the force percep-
tion study directly inform the prototype development. The second 
BVI group session focused on the navigation cue concepts. The 
results of the force perception study provided the baseline specifca-
tion reference for the construction of an appropriate drone system. 
The goal was a proof-of-concept human-drone interface prototype 
for guiding visually impaired persons in fne-point tasks. As part 
of the comparative user study, we also replicated a commonly used 
audio guidance approach with spoken auditory directional cues. 

4.1 HDI Navigation Considerations 
Through the pilot study, the BVI focus group established the index 
fnger to be the HDI tether point of choice. The goal of the second 
BVI group session was to derive and adapt a set of intuitive to 
perceive guiding cues for fne-pointing tasks. 

Based on the experience from the force perception test, one 
participant identifed the drone always pulling slightly upwards as 
a potential problem. Due to the physical nature of a drone, it is hard 
to achieve perfect orthogonal feedback cues. The group agreed that 
the eight directional cues (cf. Figure 4(a)), as used in the pilot study, 
were easily distinguishable. 

The group of BVI participants extensively discussed the idea 
to encode the distance to the target object as relative force cue. 
Related work [28, 43] and the results from the force perception 
analysis suggest that to diferentiate multiple force levels and direc-
tions, more signifcant changes in force magnitude and direction 
would be needed. Encoding the distance in the applied pulling 
force would make the overall implementation more complicated 
and would overload the sensory channel of a novice impaired user. 
Besides the general issues of the force stimuli diferentiation, our 
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Table 1: The table lists the measured, averaged force levels from the directional perception tests. The zero-degree angle in-
dicates a straightforward Y-axis pull stimulus, the 45◦ ofset measurements follow in a clockwise rotation around the tether 
point. The last measurement represents the straight upward Z-axis stimulus. In the averaged measurements, the most sensitive 
perception points (minimal force values) are highlighted. 

0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦ 225◦ 270◦ 315◦ Up 
Pinky 0.342N 0.370N 0.356N 0.375N 0.402N 0.356N 0.386N 0.381N 0.332N 
Pointing 0.339N 0.386N 0.370N 0.391N 0.401N 0.410N 0.355N 0.376N 0.343N 
Hand 0.468N 0.502N 0.449N 0.432N 0.486N 0.480N 0.466N 0.488N 0.539N 
Wrist 0.647N 0.622N 0.668N 0.666N 0.698N 0.653N 0.601N 0.631N 0.622N 
Forearm 0.895N 0.855N 0.820N 0.918N 0.849N 0.878N 0.833N 0.863N 0.797N 

(a) HDI direction and augmented audio cues. 

(b) HDI guiding algorithm visualization. 

Figure 4: In Figure 4(a), the eight possible HDI guiding di-
rections are shown exemplary for the pointing fnger drone 
tether. The wording scheme for the audio augmented sys-
tem is listed for all eight directions, up- and downwards. The 
illustration 4(b) visualized our prototype HDI control algo-
rithm, which we use to generate the directional haptic stimu-
lus for the HDI guiding. In the shown case, the drone counter 
steers the user movement by providing a haptic input in the 
’Forward Left’ direction, to keep the BVI user on the prede-
termined guiding path. 

focus lies on fne-point guidance, thus we see distance encoding 
only as secondary feature. The focus group decided towards di-
rectional feedback by pulling with a constant force towards the 
target. Besides the constant force feedback, directional changes 
in XY orientation still need to be easily perceivable. The drone 
fight path must, therefore, present a signifcant, perceivable angu-
lar change to guide around sharper bends and turns. To simplify the 
human-drone guidance approach, the BVI participants suggested 
to separate the XY- and Z-axis movements. At one point of time, 
the HDI user would only receive either directional XY- or Z-axis 
feedback. 

A further concern was the implementation of the Z-axis. While 
the upward movement is natural to encode, providing a downward 
moving cue with a drone is challenging with a tethered drone. The 
transition of a drone from above the hand to below is not viable 
due to time delay, possible space restrictions and safety concerns. 
Two solutions for encoding the Z-axis information were discussed 
within the BVI focus group: (I) applying a constant upward force and 
releasing this force to indicate a downward movement or (II) a short 
upward jerk to indicate a downward movement and using upward 
resistance feedback to stop the lowering of the hand. Concerns 
arose that the diference between a continuously applied force 
and an upward movement indication would be too insignifcant. 
Furthermore, a constant force application could impact the general 
force perception capabilities of the user. The user could get used 
to the constant stimulus; thus the just noticeable diference (JND) 
would be too insignifcant to detect a change in HDI guidance. After 
trialing the concept ideas with the force perception test setup, the 
BVI group deemed solution (II) to be more dependable. 

In conclusion, the encoding of HDI guiding and audio cues is 
shown in Figure 4(a). In the user study, starting from a fxed point, 
the drone would guide the impaired user along the predetermined 
path towards the target location. During the guidance, XY- and 
Z-axis movements would be encoded end executed separately. The 
XY-axis guiding relies on the eight directions with constant pulling 
force towards the target. The system encodes Z-axis movement 
with the drone either pulling straight up or a sharp upward jerk 
indicating a downward movement while using the regular upward 
force as stopping cue. To indicate that the desired object has been 
reached, the drone guidance system lets the user nudge into the 
object thus creating a physical touch reference point. From there 
the user could use their touch capabilities to readjust their grip 
and grasp the object. The drone then hovers above the users’ hand 
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and the tether connection is relaxed to ease-of the haptic force 
feedback. 

4.2 Proof of Concept Implementation 
As part of the concept evaluation, we implemented an autonomous 
drone guidance prototype setup for the BVI study participants to ex-
perience the HDI guidance hands-on. Furthermore, we replicated a 
current, commonly applied audio guidance setup [4, 22] to compare 
with the drone localization approach. 

The implementation of the HDI for guiding BVI people is based 
around a custom-build small-scale drone. We took inspiration from 
the system designed by Abtahi et al. [2]. A lightweight, small-scale 
three-inch, brushless racing quadcopter was built with dimensions 
of 20cm by 20cm wide and 5cm high. The system is running on a 4s 
LiPo battery for maximum lifting performance. With an peak force 
generation of about 1.3N (µ = 1.258N , σ = 0.092N ) upwards and 
0.85N (µ = 0.856N , σ = 0.078N ) at a 50-degree tether angle, our 
drone can generate haptic force feedback that is always above the 
previously measured force perception thresholds (cf. Table 1) of the 
BVI participants. A PX4 compatible Airbot Omnibus F4 [42] fight 
controller represents the brain of the drone and communicates using 
a FrSky telemetry radio with the base station computer. Similar to 
Abtahi et al. [2], we designed and installed a protection in form 
of a simple propeller guard around the drone for user safety (cf. 
Figure 1(a)). We added retrorefective markers on the frame to track 
the position using the OptiTrack environment. In order to measure 
the performance and force exerted on the tether connection, we 
added a small load cell with an attachment point for the tether rope. 
A thin, 50cm long tether string connected the drone to the fnger 
ring tether. 

In early stages of development, we used ArduPilot [41] in combi-
nation with our OptiTrack tracking and Unity control environment 
but changed to a similar setup as used by Abtahi et al. [2]. The 
primary system diferences are the usage of our 12 camera Opti-
Track system for location tracking and the addition of a load cell to 
monitor the tether pull force. A spatial overview of the study setup 
with the OptiTrack camera system is shown in Figure 5. The PID 
controller inside the drone handles general stabilization. The bidi-
rectional radiofrequency (RF) communication system exchanges 
the location control commands and force measurements. The Opti-
Track system tracks the drone, tether cable, participant hand and 
upper body and feeds the gathered data into the Unity environment. 

Inside our virtual Unity environment, we implemented a wizard 
of oz control algorithm in the sense that the target location, starting 
point and 3D guiding paths are preplanned and setup by hand. By 
default, our algorithm focuses on the XY-axis movements and only 
switches to the Z-axis mode if a Z deviation of more than 15cm is 
measured or an object collision would occur. A user guidance vector 
is calculated based on the tether cable angle, user hand position 
and measured haptic force. Applied low-pass flters and window 
flters helped to smooth out high frequency jumps in the tracking 
and homogenize the haptic force output. The goal of our algorithm 
is to keep the guidance vector aligned with the preplanned path. By 
providing corresponding directional haptic feedback through the 
drone interface, we steer the user towards the target. The Euclidean 
distance expresses the deviation between the preplanned path and 

Figure 5: This overview illustrates a top-down overview of 
the tabletop experiment study setup. In the fgure the twelve 
ceiling mounted OptiTrack camera positions as well as the 
covered interaction space (Lab space 389cm x 234cm, Opti-
Track space 290cm x 192cm) are visualized to give a better 
understanding about the general study scene. 

actual fnger position. This deviation is factored into the guiding 
vector and actively counter steered by the drone. 

The drone aims to generate a pulling force of 0.5N by trying to 
fy to a set target waypoint, which is outside of the tether restricted 
operation space of the drone. The greater the distance to the set 
waypoint target, the more power the drone will apply to increase 
the speed to reach the given point. In Figure 4(b), the fundamental 
working principle of the algorithm is illustrated. In the ensemble 
with the tether force measurement sensor feedback and a rudimen-
tary control loop, our drone system can produce a near constant 
directional force stimulus. The system pursues a constant force out-
put signifcantly above the set minimal perception threshold level 
of around 0.5N . The directional drone movement is restricted to the 
eight predetermined directions shown in Figure 4(a). Furthermore, 
the angle between the drone and tether point is kept at around 50 
degrees for directional cues and only deviates if an object or person 
would interfere or in case of upward guidance. The movement speed 
of the drone was limited to 1.0m and the maximum acceleration s 
was 0.5m . During 20 test runs, we measured an average position s 
error of around 7cm (µ = 7.01cm, σ = 2.58cm) and rotational error 
of about 3.5◦ (µ = 3.55◦ , σ = 1.86◦). The force generation error for 
a set target stimulus of 0.5N was µ = 0.086N , σ = 0.032N . Overall, 
the capabilities of our system matched to the comparable setup 
from Abtahi et al. [2]. 

4.3 Audio Augmented System 
While the typical explore by touch approach used by many BVI peo-
ple would be suitable to solve the study general task of locating an 
object on a tabletop setup, the resulting time measurements would 
be skewed. Due to the learning efect of memorizing the items, the 
blind user would learn the positions and get faster with time. Even 
if all objects would be randomized after each task completion, there 
could be a skew in the collected data result. Furthermore, tactile 
search localization does not compare well to our conceived HDI 
application case. For the comparative user study, we desired an 
audio interface which relies on a similar fundamental localization 
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guidance principle and focuses on a similar application case as our 
drone interface. The user should be fully guided by the audio feed-
back and there should be no need for manual haptic exploration 
of the unknown environment space. Such directional audio guid-
ance systems have successfully been used in related tabletop [22] 
and drone navigation [6] comparative studies. Our audio feedback 
system also closely relates to the Guided Directions described by 
Kane et al. [22]. The proposed system used distance and angular 
measures to select the corresponding audio cue. The continuous, 
spoken feedback cues compared to tone direction mapping results 
in an easier to interpret and learn instruction set [22]. A similar 
audio guidance approach was adapted by Soto et al. [6] for lo-
comotion navigation. As reference for the selection of the right 
audio cues, the same OptiTrack environment (cf. Figure 5) is used 
to track all objects and the user in the environment. Instead of 
calculating a force-dependent waypoint for a drone, we translate 
the guidance vector into short, prerecorded voice commands. The 
voice commands match the ten possible directional drone inter-
actions (8 directions, up- and downward) (cf. Figure 4(a)) and an 
additional stop command. The audio system gives the XY-axis and 
Z-axis movement instructions independently. The Unity control 
PC transmits the commands wirelessly via Bluetooth headphones. 
In addition to letting the user nudge into target object, the audio 
system plays an audio cue once the user touches the desired item. 

5 COMPARATIVE USER STUDY 
For the evaluation of the achievable guidance accuracy and general 
viability of our proposed human-drone interface, we conducted a 
comparative user study. We compared our drone guidance system 
to an audio augmented localization system. 

5.1 Study Conduction 
We conducted a comparative study with ten BVI people that were 
not familiar with the prior work of the focus group. The individuals, 
six male and four female, were between 24 and 44 years old (µ2 = 
36.3, σ2 = 8.83), right-handed and severely visually impaired since 
birth (no light perception, WHO level 5). All participants got a short 
introduction about both our HDI guiding system as well as the audio 
augmented aid. For the task at hand, twenty everyday ofce objects 
(e.g., cup, bottle, pen, small notebook, etc.) were placed in defned 
locations on a standard 145 cm by 70 cm table (c.f. Figure 1(b)). We 
elevated some objects by up to 30 cm, representing objects sitting 
on top of other objects (e.g., stapler on top of the printer). All objects 
were easily reachable within the haptic space of the participant 
and captured with one marker in the OptiTrack system. For each 
study task, the drone or audio system respectively guided the BVI 
participant to a selected object. The predetermined paths for the 
guiding methods were setup to let the participant bump into the 
target object thus establishing a physical touch contact point. Based 
on the indicated reference point, the participants could easily adjust 
their grip and fnally grab the targeted object. 

To prevent participants from rushing through the tasks, we 
explicitly mentioned that they should let the system guide them 
through the task and not try to explore on their own. The indepen-
dent variables were (I) the targeted object locations and (II) the two 
used navigation methods. As depended variables we collected (i) 

Table 2: Mean comparison of user study task completion 
time, root means squared (RMS) error and scaled usability 
score (SUS) of the drone and audio augmented guidance sys-
tems. In a t-test with a signifcance level of α = 0.05, the HDI 
ofers a faster, more accurate and usable guiding experience 
compared to the audio augmented system. 

Task Time RMS Error SUS Score 

Method Mean P-Value Mean P-Value Mean Score P-Value 

Drone 18.267s 6.522cm 890.0120 0.0015 0.0001
Audio 19.832s 8.933cm 56 

the total task completion time, (ii) the taken guide path, (iii) errors 
made by participants and (iv) the perceived usability experience. 
The randomly sequenced target locations were identical for the 
study runs with both guiding approaches to obtain a comparable 
data set. Due to the within-subject study design, we rearranged 
the objects in an fxed alternative setting for the second guiding 
method (e.g., identical location, diferent object). 

At the beginning of the user study, the ten BVI participants got 
a short introduction about the tasks at hand. We conducted two 
exemplary test rounds where the participants could explore the 
operating principle of the guiding methods with a short follow-
up discussion about potential questions. After the introduction to 
the systems, the participants took part in a total of ten runs per 
guiding method. The order of the two used guiding methods was 
randomized for each participant to counterbalance any sequence 
efects. For each of the study conditions only the applicable and 
required setup (e.g., drone harness or audio system) was worn by 
the participant. 

In between the individual study runs, ten participants could 
regenerate in short breaks and we swapped the batteries on the 
drone to ensure comparable performance. The participants stood in 
the center in front of the desk and the right hand was at the default 
starting position. The study supervisor manually activated each 
guiding system. The supervisor would disarm the system and reset 
the study run once the target object has been grabbed or in case 
of imminent dangers. The BVI participants completed an adapted 
SUS questionnaire [7] and took part in a short review interview at 
the end of the user study. We opted for the short SUS questionnaire 
and open interview session in the end, as interviews have shown 
to be more benefcial compared to longer, cumbersome to fll out 
questionnaires in our past BVI research. The OptiTrack motion 
tracking system recorded the movement traces, task completion 
time and the search path. 

5.2 Human-Drone Guidance 
The ten participants successfully completed all drone guiding ses-
sions without any incident or issues (e.g., drone hitting participant 
or participant bumping into undesired object). The tracking data 
shows that users let the system guide themselves and did not try to 
overrule the drone interface (e.g., moving in opposite direction to 
drone force stimulus). The participants showed no negative reac-
tion with being nudged into the target object by the drone guiding 
interface and subsequently grasping the item. Figure 6 illustrates an 
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example track of the collected HDI path data compared to the pre-
planned track. In most of the recorded data points, a slight upward 
trend throughout each given task is observable. We listed the task 
completion time statistics and calculated root means squared (RMS) 
distance deviation from the set guide path in Table 3. We summa-
rized the collected data and compared the two tested methods in 
table 2. The task completion time for our drone guidance interface 
was µHDI = 18.267 s, σHDI = 5.188 s . The averaged measured RMS 
deviation for the HDI was µHDI = 6.522 cm, σHDI = 1.286 cm. 
The system usability questionnaire (SUS) evaluation presented 
an averaged rating of µHDI = 89 with a standard deviation of 
σHDI = 5.48 points for the drone guiding interface 2. A rating of 
89 is considered above average and indicates overall good system 
usability [7]. 

In the post-study, semi-structured interview, the study partic-
ipants positively refected on their personal experience with the 
drone guiding system. The haptic navigation cues were described 
as ’intuitive, unobtrusive and easy to grasp after a short learning 
phase’. P4 mentioned that the provided haptic feedback resembles to 
’being guided by someone else’s hand’ and described his experience 
as ’very pleasant’. It was noted that having a tether mounted on the 
fnger made grasping an object securely a bit more challenging. The 
availability of direct haptic feedback gave the impaired participants 
the feeling of being fully accurate with their movements. P3 and 
P7 pointed out that the switch between XY- and Z-axis guiding 
’breaks the otherwise seamless experience’ of ’been taken by the 
hand’. Nine of the ten study participants stated feeling ’comfortable’ 
and ’safe’ while using the drone guiding system. Participant P5 and 
P9 were uncertain at frst about the drone, ’possibly hitting’ them 
and stated being ’anxious about the noise and draft of the drone’. 
Throughout the trial and study runs, the participants ’gained trust’ 
in the system driven by the ’positive experience’ of completing the 
frst couple tasks. All ten participants enjoyed the experience of 
being guided by a drone and some could imagine using a similar 
system in a future refned format. 

5.3 Audio Augmented Guidance 
The usage of the audio augmented guidance system resulted in 
faster, but more rough, jerky movements with overall larger devi-
ations from the preplanned track. The reaction of the users to a 
new audio cue transition leads to these quick changes in movement 
direction and speed. In total, we recorded thirteen incidents where 
a participant touched an unwanted object or the desk during navi-
gation movements in contrast to zero incidents with the HDI. The 
undesired items were not further regarded by the participants due to 
the missing audio cue which indicates not reaching the target item 
in these occasions. Figure 6 shows such an exemplary tracking data 
record from the audio augmented guiding compared to a track with 
the HDI. Longer range, linear movements were accurate and fast. 
For the fnal approach and fne-point guiding, some participants 
circled around the target object. The task completion time for our 
audio guidance approach was µAU D = 19.832 s, σAU D = 6.426 s . 
The averaged measured RMS deviation for the audio system was 
µAU D = 8.933 cm, σAU D = 2.318 cm. In the SUS questionnaire, 
the audio guiding approach rated by the participants on average 
µAU D = 56 points with a standard deviation of σAU D = 7.79 [7]. 

(a) Top-Down Table View 

(b) Front-Back Table View 

Figure 6: Figures 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate sample raw track-
ing data of comparable study runs with both the audio aug-
mented (blue path) and HDI (orange path) guiding system. 
We picked the two shown data recordings since both rep-
resent the general observed guiding patterns of the used 
guiding approaches very well. In the HDI track, the slight, 
constant upward drift but overall, more accurate following 
of the preplanned guidance track is observable. The track 
from the audio augmented guiding highlights the larger de-
viations around the target area. 

The below-average usability rating was refected in the inter-
view sessions statements. The participants described the audio 
augmented guiding system as ’novel, but less intuitive’ to use. P1 
describes ’poking in thin air with additional audio cues’ as ’very 
frustrating’ and would instead rely on ’exploring the space using 
touch sensation’ alone. Many of the impaired participants felt in-
secure and ’left alone’ in mid-air without having ’something to 
touch or guide’ by for reference. P8 and P10 suggested being ’less 
accurate’ based on their experience of bumping into objects more 
often. Both participants P3 and P10 mentioned that the audio cues 
’took away their attention’ to the surrounding environment, as the 
focus shifted to concentrate on the audio cues and their movements. 
Seven participants had minor issues ’translating the audio cues’ into 
actual directional movements. P5 summarized that he had no idea 
if he ’was following the path or going around in circles correcting 
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my errors’. In conclusion, eight of the ten participants would prefer 
touch only exploration over the audio system. The BVI users could 
imagine audio navigation systems working for locomotion tasks as 
shown in related work but deemed this approach as less suitable 
for fne-point guiding tasks. Some study participants pointed out 
the usage of the audio interface to augment touch exploration as 
shown in related work but criticized that the localization speed 
in unknown environments would be even worse compared to the 
drone interface. 

6 DISCUSSION 
In our realistic application user study, we compared our proto-
type human-drone interface against an existing audio augmented 
guiding solution from literature regarding speed, accuracy, over-
all usability, and likeability. In terms of overall task completion 
time, the human-drone interface was signifcantly faster µHDI = 
18.267 s, µAU D = 19.832 s, p = 0.0120, α = 0.05. The observed 
movement speed while using the audio augmentation system was 
higher compared to the HDI. From our observation, the faster and 
jerkier movements resulted in less precise movements thus the par-
ticipants took longer to complete the localization tasks. Comparing 
the task completion times on an individual task basis, the time ad-
vantage of the drone guidance interface becomes more pronounced 
in longer and complex guiding paths (e.g., T1 vs. T9). For the au-
dio guidance system, we identifed a correlation between the task 
completion time, RMS deviation and the overall complexity of the 
individual task. Using the audio guidance, a higher complexity and 
longer task time leads to more deviation from the described route. 
As for the drone interface, we did not identify a clear correlation be-
tween our measures and the given tasks. The complexity of the task 
does not seem to impact the overall accuracy of the drone guidance. 
The individual movements showed a smaller RMS deviation error 
with the HDI (µHDI = 6.522 cm, σHDI = 1.286 cm), with the audio 
guide system (µAU D = 8.933 cm, σAU D = 2.318 cm) presenting a 
higher variance in fne-point guiding situations. The interaction 
with the drone was more gentle, based on the average movement 
speed (µ = 8.933 cm, σ = 2.318 cm) and maximum acceleration 
(µ = 8.933 cm, σ = 2.318 cm) observed. Comparing the individual 
participants with each other, there are obvious diferences in the 
task completion time and achieved accuracy. Based on our observa-
tions and the data set, most of these discrepancies could be traced 
back to the diferent behavior of the individual participants. Some 
participants took a careful approach while completing the tasks, 
thus taking longer with both compared systems. It was also observ-
able that many participants gained trust in the systems over time, 
thus their movement speed and task completion time increased, but 
in most cases only by an insignifcant amount. The tracking data 
(cf. Figure 6(a)) refects the statements of the BVI participants. It 
was harder to accurately locate an object using the audio setup in 
the unknown environment. The main beneft of the drone interface 
for visually impaired people is signifcantly enhanced usability and 
user experience. The t-test evaluation of the SUS questionnaires in-
dicates a clear preference for the prototype HDI in terms of overall 
user experience µHDI = 89, µAU D = 56, p = 0.0001, α = 0.05. This 
result is backed by the feedback from the individual interviews ses-
sions, where the study participants favored the drone-based guiding 

approach. The summarized data results are listed in Table 2. These 
results indicate that with the help of the human-drone interface the 
average task completion time is shorter using the drone and ofers 
a more accurate and better usable fne-point guiding experience 
compared to the audio augmented localization guidance approach. 

Based on the results, we accept our alternative hypotheses. 
In the context of locating objects fast and accurately in unknown 

surroundings, the audio guide presented a novel, feasible approach 
for tabletop interaction, but the impaired users often struggled and 
felt lost at some point of the guiding process. In contrast, being 
actively pulled by the haptic drone interface ’felt more like be-
ing taken by the hand of a person’. When asked to compare both 
tested guiding approaches, all ten participants favored the drone 
interface over the audio guide. P2 specifcally pointed out that his 
’movement had a direct impact on the drone behavior and the force 
interaction’. Two participants saw the audio augmentation as ad-
ditional high-level input that could easily be ignored, and the task 
completed by touch sensation alone although being signifcantly 
slower. Providing only directional auditory cues, opens space for 
interpretation. A misinterpretation can led to the user misjudging 
a movement cue, thus hitting other close by objects resulting in an 
overall unpleasant, frustrating experience in the fast exploration of 
an unknown environment. 

The HDI system demonstrated clear benefts compared to a com-
monly used audio guiding system for BVI. The developed HDI ap-
proach for blind or visually impaired people ofers an intuitive aid 
solution for a wide range of application cases. The intuitive, tangi-
ble sensation generated by the drone requires little to no adaptation 
by the user. Unaccustomed users can grasp the concept behind 
the drone interface right away without the need for too detailed 
instructions. The users in the study felt more connected with the 
proposed drone-based aid device. The closer bond to the drone 
guiding aid provided a secure and trustful environment for the BVI. 

6.1 Current Drone System Limitations 
In our research, we aimed at exploring new tactile interface possi-
bilities using a drone to precisely guide blind and visually impaired 
users in fne-point localization search tasks. In the current state, 
our physical interface prototype consists of a fxed lab setup, which 
limits the real-world applicability. A challenge of the human-drone 
interface operation is the battery run time, which has an impact 
on the overall real-world applicability. In our study, we swapped 
the rechargeable battery after three to fve minutes of continuous 
use depended on the current state of charge. Further challenges 
for the full real-world implementation outside a controlled lab are 
the real-time data transmission, processing and controlling, as well 
as the spatial tracking without an external tracking setup. The 
currently needed drone and user tracking requires a 50.000 Euro 
fxed external tracking system, which takes three hours to setup 
for 15 square meters of usable interaction space. All guiding paths 
are preprogrammed and controlled by an additional operator. The 
present associated drone companion mounting setup and mainte-
nance is also not feasible for an BVI user and requires assistance 
from another person. These technical application challenges are 
valid for a wide range of current HCI research approaches, not 
only for BVI focused work. Another aspect is the overall safety 
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Table 3: The table lists both the task completion time in seconds and averaged root-mean-square (RMS) deviation in centimeter 
from the set guidance path for each of the ten study tasks. The average task completion time of our HDI approach was µHDI = 
18.267 s, σHDI = 5.188 s and µAU D = 19.832 s, σAU D = 6.426 s with the audio augmented setup. Using the HDI approach the average 
RMS deviation was µHDI = 6.522 cm, σHDI = 1.286 cm and µAU D = 8.933 cm, σAU D = 2.318 cm utilizing the audio setup. 

Task T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 

Audio 
Time in sec. 10.87 23.36 22.48 18.84 16.21 11.56 28.32 14.44 28.26 23.98 

RMS dev. in cm 8.18 7.33 7.98 11.96 6.25 9.22 5.50 10.73 12.43 9.75 

Drone 
Time in sec. 11.51 19.18 20.44 20.01 14.20 11.48 25.99 13.98 24.31 21.57 

RMS dev. in cm 7.14 5.46 8.80 4.67 7.55 5.49 6.01 7.74 6.76 5.60 

and social acceptance of the generated noise and potential dangers 
emitted from the drone. This can be viewed in both regards to the 
user and external bystanders. While our system is intended to be 
only used in short bursts, thus minimizing the duration of noise 
emissions, these factories play a key role for the successfully imple-
mentation of the technology. Related work [4] deemed the benefts 
for BVI and potential social and safety problems as well-balanced 
and comparable to other means of aid methods for BVI [36]. In their 
assessment of social acceptability of drone guiding systems, Soto 
et al. [5] showed a great acceptance response of BVI users and the 
general public when informed about the drone usage. In our explo-
rative user study, the systemic factors noise, wind and imminent 
danger of a fying drone were a concern at the beginning. The users 
got used to the drone interface by adapting or suppressing factors 
like wind and noise since no active countermeasures were used in 
the study. In the concluding interview, the participants outlined 
that they felt safe around the drone, knowing it was encased and the 
approximate whereabouts could be estimated based on the tether 
rope connection. The opinion of the BVI study participants empha-
sizes that our drone companion interface presents a viable and safe 
to operate aid system. Nevertheless, current crucial safety factors 
(e.g., knocking over items or injury of user or bystander) and their 
direct impact on the drone usage need to be further researched and 
explored in future work as they represent a major limitation of the 
current system. Another current limitation is the 3D printed tether 
ring connections. These rings on the pointing fnger could poten-
tially impact the grasping process negatively. The anchors should 
be further improved and the efect on the grasping process further 
studied. All these current limiting factors are subject for future 
research, where our developed human-drone interface prototype 
could be integrated into a applicable aid for BVI. 

6.2 Envisioned Application Case for Future 
Research 

We assume a BVI is situated in an unfamiliar, highly dynamic envi-
ronment (e.g., supermarket or new ofce environment). The aid de-
vice user wants to quickly fnd a specifc object (e.g., fruit/vegetable, 
or certain product) within his surroundings without exploring the 
entire unknown space by hand, feeling and identifying most other 
objects. The impaired user is carrying his wrist-mounted personal 
drone companion. With a simple voice command, the companion is 
queried to help locate the desired item. In the frst stage, the drone 
companion wearable takes of without the human-drone tether be-
ing attached. From there the drone uses its integrated depth cameras 
and sensors to map and search the surrounding area. The captured 

data is sent in real time over an internet of things (IoT) network to 
a cloud server for artifcial intelligence (AI) assessment. The drone 
returns to the user, which holds up his arm to let the drone land on 
the wrist mount. Afterwards, the drone provides voice feedback if 
the object has been located. Next, the user can initiate the guiding 
process with another voice command. From the wrist mount, the 
drone locks on the human-drone fnger tether and starts providing 
haptic directional feedback to navigate the user towards the queried 
item. Depended on the starting position of the companion user, the 
process might also include locomotion navigation guidance (cf. Soto 
et al. [6]). For the fnal, high precision localization task in the haptic 
space of the user, our validated guidance cue approach is applied. 
Once the object is grabbed, the user initiates the drone to return 
to the wearable wrist mount and charges back up for the next as-
signment. This proposed drone companion assistant system is a 
highly dynamic aid device with wide application range. It can be 
used for fast and intuitive localization of objects, general navigation 
tasks in the locomotive space and serve to augment the normal 
touch exploration of BVI individuals. We also think that our shown 
approach and drone guidance methodology could be integrated and 
used in the future to further augment existing VR/AR experience 
setups. Our haptic drone interface tethered to the hands of the user 
could help to create a more immersive VR/AR experience. 

We believe that the advances in wearable and smart technology 
will help to successfully conqueror both the technical and social 
implementation challenges ahead. We see our frst prototype as a 
proof of concept that drone interfaces could make a viable contri-
bution to the haptic human computer interaction through direct 
tether feedback systems. We envision an afordable, wrist-mounted 
drone companion that can be easily be deployed in seconds and is 
tailor made for the needs and capabilities of a BVI individual. 

7 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we conceptualized, implemented, and tested a human-
drone interface to support visually impaired people in everyday 
accurate guiding tasks in unfamiliar surroundings. We developed 
a human-drone interface concept in close collaboration with a 
focus group of ten blind or visually impaired people. In a pilot 
study, we evaluated the minimal pulling force thresholds to produce 
meaningful directional guiding cues for visually impaired persons. 
In a realistic application scenario, the human-drone interaction 
was compared with ten BVI participants against a current audio 
augmented guiding system from literature. 

With the collected data and evaluated data (cf. Table 2), we an-
swered the initial research question. The drone interface ofers 
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a signifcantly more accurate, faster, and more usable guiding in-
terface modality for the exploration of unknown, dynamic envi-
ronments. Compared to a common audio augmented system, our 
drone system provides a tangible interaction, improved accuracy, 
faster interaction speed and better user experience. The perceivable, 
tangible interfacing experience led to a more connected sensation, 
which made the study participants feel secure and resulted in a 
more believable and trustworthy technology interaction. For the 
integration of ubiquitous computing devices in everyday life sce-
narios, human-machine interaction is a crucial factor, especially for 
visually impaired people, who are limited in their visual sensory 
input. With the drone guiding aid, we provide visually impaired peo-
ple with a way to localize, guide to and grasp small objects within 
arm’s reach safely and accurately through a reassuring, usable and 
tangible user interface. We outlined the current limitations of the 
implemented prototype, but also presented our visions for the pos-
sible future application cases in the context of wearable, companion 
drone aid devices. With our work, we extend the foundation for 
further expansions of the tethered human-drone interfaces towards 
complete user guidance and assistance in locomotion, search, and 
haptic space tasks in both real- and virtual-world applications. The 
presented approach helps to minimize the daily challenges in the 
unknown haptic spaces faced by blind or visually impaired people 
by utilizing current, state-of-the-art technology, thereby contribut-
ing an important part towards a solution for a more independent 
life and more self-reliance of BVI people. 
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